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Clause Drafting Enforcement Planning
▪ New York Convention seat
▪ Anticipate local law of likely enforcement jurisdiction

▪ Do not add clauses that might complicate enforcement
▪ Do not impose overly specific arbitrator qualifications
▪ Foreign sovereign issues
▪ Do not limit enforcement jurisdictions
▪ Provide for interest
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English Law Requirements for Freezing Orders
•
•
•
•

the claimant has a 'good arguable case' against the defendant
there is a real risk the defendant will dissipate or otherwise deal with
assets to render enforcement impossible
it is 'just and convenient' to grant the order
the applicant has been 'full and frank' with the court.
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Federal Arbitration Act 9 U.S.C. § 10
•
•
•

•

The award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means
There was evident partiality or corruption in the arbitrators, or either of
them
Arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in refusing to postpone the hearing,
upon sufficient cause shown, or in refusing to hear evidence pertinent
and material to the controversy. . .
Arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly executed them that
a mutual, final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted
was not made

© 2019 Baker McKenzie

New York Convention – Article V
Enforcement “May” Be Refused
•
•
•

•
•

The parties were under some incapacity or the agreement is not valid
under the law to which the parties have subjected it
Improper notice of the arbitration proceedings
The award deals with a difference not contemplated by or not falling
within the terms of the submission to arbitration, or it contains decisions
on matters beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration
The composition of the arbitral authority or the arbitral procedure was
not in accordance with the agreement of the parties
The award has not yet become binding on the parties, or has been set
aside or suspended by a competent authority of the country in which, or
under the law of which, that award was made
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ICSID Awards
Article 54(1) of the ICSID Convention
Each Contracting State shall recognize an award rendered pursuant to this
Convention as binding and enforce the pecuniary obligations imposed by
that award within its territories as if it were a final judgment of a court in that
State
22 U.S. Code § 1650a
An award of an arbitral tribunal rendered pursuant to chapter IV of the
convention shall create a right arising under a treaty of the United States.
The pecuniary obligations imposed by such an award shall be enforced and
shall be given the same full faith and credit as if the award were a final
judgment of a court of general jurisdiction of one of the several States

© 2019 Baker McKenzie
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David Zaslowsky
Tel: +1 212 891 3518
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Where to Enforce: Don’t Just Pick One ~ Pick Many

1)

2)

You don’t have to pick just one place to enforce. Under the New York and
Washington Conventions, you can seek recognition and enforcement of
international arbitration awards simultaneously in multiple jurisdictions around the
world:
a)

The New York Convention allows for “concurrent enforcement” actions,
including “simultaneous enforcement actions” in different countries. Karaha
Bodas Co. v. Perusahaan Pertambangan Minyak Dan Gas Bumi Negara, 335
F.3d 357, 367-68 (5th Cir. 2003)

b)

“[M]ultiple judicial proceedings on the same legal issues are characteristic of
the confirmation and enforcement of international arbitration awards under the
Convention”. Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB v. Delta Elecs.
(Thailand) Pub. Co. Ltd., C-09-1326 MMC, 2009 WL 1874063, at *2 (ND Cal
June 26, 2009)

You don’t have to seek confirmation at the place of arbitration first. CBF
Industria de Gusa/S/A v. AMCI Holdings, Inc., 850 F.3d 58, 72 (2d Cir. 2017).
Gibson Dunn

Where to Enforce: How to Strategically Select
Enforcement Jurisdictions

Enforcement Friendly = fast, familiar with and
favorable to enforcing awards, no/easy personal jurisdiction
requirements, e.g., France, Belgium, Luxembourg

Gibson Dunn

Where to Enforce: US Federal or State Court

1)

Independent federal subject-matter jurisdiction for confirmation of international
arbitration awards


Awards are international when they are commercial and either involve a foreign national or
involve property located abroad, envisage performance or enforcement abroad, or have
some other reasonable relation with one or more foreign states. Federal Arbitration Act
(“FAA”) 9 USC §§ 202, 302.

2)

Diversity or another independent ground for federal subject matter jurisdiction for
federal court jurisdiction for domestic awards

3)

State courts are always an option for either international or domestic awards.


New York state court, and other state courts, like the Miami-Dade Division in Florida, have
specially designated judges to handle international arbitration cases.



In New York Supreme Court (NY County), in February 2019, Justice Scarpulla was
designated to handle international arbitration matters.

Gibson Dunn

Where to Enforce: Deciding Between Federal v. State
Court

Federal Court: resulting
judgment is easily
moveable between
federal courts
State Court: often have
higher post-judgment
interest rates, e.g., in
New York state court you
can get 9% postjudgment interest
Gibson Dunn

Federal Court: postjudgment interest is
minuscule.
State Court: with
international awards you
face the risk that the other
side will remove to federal
court which will delay
confirmation
(9
USC §§ 205, 301)

Where to Enforce: The Special Case of Foreign States
1) Establishing personal jurisdiction over a foreign state requires satisfying the
requirements of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (“FSIA”).


The Second and DC circuits have held that foreign states are not persons, and thus not
entitled to the Fifth Amendment protections embodied in the minimum contacts test.



Therefore, “[o]nce subject matter jurisdiction exists under the FSIA, personal jurisdiction over
a foreign state defendant is established.” I.T. Consultants, Inc. v. Republic of Pakistan, 351
F.3d 1184, 1191 (D.C. Cir. 2003); see also Frontera Res. Azerbaijan Corp. v. State Oil Co. of
Azerbaijan Republic, 582 F.3d 393, 399 (2d Cir. 2009).

2)

Any United States court has personal jurisdiction over a foreign state whenever: (a)
service has been made under 28 USC 1608 and (b) an exception to sovereign
immunity obtains under 28 USC §§ 1605-1607.

3)

Venue is usually D.D.C. “Civil action[] against a foreign state . . . may be brought .
. . in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.” 28 U.S.C. § 1391.


However, cases can be commenced elsewhere in certain circumstances, including “in any
judicial district in which a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim
occurred, or a substantial part of property that is the subject of the action is situated . . . .”
Gibson Dunn

Where to Enforce: US Courts Require Personal
Jurisdiction
1) The Second Circuit and other US Courts require personal jurisdiction over the award
debtor to confirm an arbitration award. Frontera Res. Azerbaijan Corp. v. State Oil Co. of
Azerbaijan Republic, 582 F.3d 393, 398 (2d Cir. 2009); First Inv. Corp. of the Marshall Islands v.
Fujian Mawei Shipbuilding, Ltd., 703 F.3d 742 (5th Cir. 2012).
a)

consent to arbitrate in the United States is considered consent to jurisdiction to enforce
the award.

b)

otherwise an award creditor must prove that the award debtor has “minimum contacts”
with the state where enforcement is sought, for example:
the award debtor has direct contact with the forum state (e.g., is a resident, has place of business
there);
the award debtor has a contract with a resident of the forum state and that contract is related to the
subject matter of the dispute that led to the arbitral award;
the award debtor has placed products into the stream of commerce such that it reaches the forum
state; or
the litigation arises out of the arbitral debtor's contacts within the forum state.

2)

But, many jurisdictions do not require any personal jurisdiction to confirm an
arbitration award, e.g., France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Hong Kong, etc.

Gibson Dunn

How to Enforce: Two Ways to get Paid

1

• Seize assets: have the sheriff, marshal,
or constable go in and seize assets

2

• Disrupt business: target business
partners, strategic assets
• Combine 1 + 2

Gibson Dunn

Where & When to Enforce: Information is Key
Information is Key
1) What are the assets?
2) Where are the assets?
Potential Sources of Information:
a)

Client’s business dealings with the other side

b)

Public databases

c)

Private Investigators

d)

Discovery tools – typically become available
after confirmation

Pro Tip: Hire a good investigator as early as possible
Gibson Dunn

When to Enforce: Time is Ticking

Award Type

Action

Location

Statute of Limitations

International

Confirmation

US - Federal

3 years after the award is
made

9 USC § 207
(FAA)

International

Annulment

US - Federal

3 months after filed or
delivered

9 USC § 12 (FAA)

Domestic

Confirmation

US - Federal

1 year after filed or
delivered

9 USC § 9 (FAA)

Domestic

Annulment

US - Federal

3 months after filed or
delivered

9 USC § 12 (FAA)

Domestic

Confirmation

State - NY

1 year

CPLR 7511, 215

Domestic

Annulment

State - NY

90 days

CPLR 7510

When to Enforce: Never Say Never
1)

If the Award is confirmed somewhere, consider enforcing it as a judgment:
a)

Full faith and credit compels enforcement of sister state judgments

b)

Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Country Money Judgments Acts (CPLR § 53)

2) US courts have recognized foreign judgments confirming arbitral awards when an
action to enforce the award itself would be untimely.
 See, e.g., Commissions Import Export v. Republic of the Congo, 757 F.3d 321 (D.C. Cir.
2014) (applying longer limitations period of D.C.’s foreign money judgments act);
Seetransport Wiking Trader Schiffahrtsgesellschaft MPH & Co., Kommanditgesellschaft v.
Navimpex Centrala Navala, 29 F.3d 79 (2d Cir. 1994) (same treating exequatur order of
arbitration award as a foreign money judgment)

3) State judgment enforcement provisions can have lessened standards of personal
jurisdiction
 See, e.g., Texas Uniform Foreign Country Money Judgment Recognition Act; Haakman v.
Diamond Offshore (Bermuda), Ltd., 260 S.W. 3d 476, 479-80 (Tex. App. Houston [14th Dist.]
2008, pet. Denied) (“[T]he Texas statute . . . Contains no requirements of personal
jurisdiction over the judgment debtor in Texas.”).
Gibson Dunn.

How to Enforce: Know What Tools You Have In Your
Toolbox
1)

Full asset discovery under federal or state law once you have a judgment
a)

2)

The Supreme Court affirmed that the FSIA does not provide a foreign sovereign judgment debtor with
immunity from post-judgment discovery of information concerning its exterritorial assets. Republic of
Argentina v. NML Capital, 134 S. Ct. 2250 (2014).

New York courts:
a)

Find personal jurisdiction from repeated use of correspondent bank accounts in New York, which is
purposeful availment of New York’s “dependable and transparent banking system” and the US dollar “as
a stable and fungible currency.” Licci v. Lebanese Can. Bank., SAL, 20 N.Y. 3d 327 (2012).

b)

Have the power to force the other side and garnishees to bring assets into New York to satisfy a debt.
Koehler v. Bank of Bermuda, Ltd., 12 NY3d 533 (2009).

3)

US Federal courts: allow 28 USC § 1782 discovery, recently expanded by:
a)

The Sixth Circuit in Abdul Latif Jameel Trans. Co. v. FedEx Corp., No. 19-5315 (6th Cir. Sept. 19, 2019)
(expanding the scope of 1782 discovery to be used in aid of commercial arbitration).

b)

The Second Circuit in In re Application of Antonio Del Valle Ruiz, No. 18-3266 (Oct. 7, 2019) (finding
there is no per se bar to the extraterritorial application of § 1782 and affirming the district court’s exercise
of discretion to allow such discovery).

Gibson Dunn.
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Al Baraka Investment Co. Ltd. (an investment bank based in Saudi Arabia).
Mr. Weigel has employed his extensive knowledge of financial transactions to develop worldwide judgment enforcement strategies for numerous
clients. He has applied those strategies to bring cutting edge lawsuits to combat the sale of counterfeit goods by seizing the counterfeiters’ assets
wherever they are located. Mr. Weigel has represented some of the world’s most well-known brands in numerous trademark infringement
matters, including Tiffany & Co., Gucci, Balenciaga, Bottega Veneta, Yves Saint Laurent, Nike, Chloë and Alfred Dunhill.
Recently, The Am Law Litigation Daily named Mr. Weigel as “Litigator of the Week” for obtaining a significant victory for Crystallex International
Corporation in its enforcement of an international arbitration award. He was also named a Law 360 “MVP” in Retail and E-Commerce for 2015 one of three "elite attorneys" recognized - for his “successes in high-stakes litigation and complex global matters.” The National Law Journal
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Pinault in a complex, multi-year litigation stemming from the failure of the Executive Life Insurance Co. In addition, The Daily Journal recognized
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Mr. Weigel has also represented both individuals and corporations in civil and criminal investigations pursued by both the Securities and
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Mr. Weigel is admitted to practice before the New York courts, the United States District Courts for the Northern and Southern Districts of New
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Possible Challenges
to Award

Presented by
Stephanie C. Goldstein of
Schorr Law, APC

Overview

❖

In General - Limited Judicial Review

❖

Grounds to Vacate Award

❖

Grounds to Correct Award

❖

Procedural Aspects

Arbitration Awards Are Subject to Limited Judicial Review
❖

Limiting grounds for judicial review effectuates the parties’
agreement that the award be final. It also reflects that
arbitrators are entitled to base their decisions on “broad
principles of justice and equity” rather than a decision that
is purely based on the law. (Moncharsh v. Heily & Blase
(1992) 3 Cal.4th 1, 12-13.)

❖

An arbitration award does not constitute state action.
Accordingly, there is no due process right to judicial review
of the award. (Rifkind & Sterling, Inc. v. Rifkind (1994) 28
Cal.App.4th 1282, 1292.)

Arbitration Awards Are Subject to Limited Judicial Review
❖

The merits of the controversy are generally not reviewable by
the court when a petition to confirm or vacate is presented.
Therefore:
❖

Sufficiency of evidence is immaterial

❖

Validity of reasoning is immaterial

❖

No review of interpretation of contract as long as it
represents a “plausible” interpretation of the contact in the
context of the parties’ conduct

❖

Errors of law are not reviewable

Arbitration Awards Are Subject to Limited Judicial Review
❖

Exceptions
❖

Protecting statutory rights if granting finality to an award would be inconsistent
with party’s statutory rights

❖

Expanded judicial review of arbitration award by agreement

❖

Broader review under federal standards
❖

Federal courts are split on whether arbitration awards may be challenged for
“manifest disregard of the law”
❖

2nd and 9th Circuits have recognized (Lagstein v. Certain Underwriters at
Lloyd’s London (9th Cir. 2010) 607 F.3d 634, 641; Porzig v. Dresdner, et al. (2nd
Cir. 2007) 497 F.3d 133, 139.)

❖

7th Circuit has rejected (Baravati v. Josephthal, et al. (7th Cir. 1994) 28 F.3d 704,
706.)

Motion to Vacate or Correct Arbitrator’s Award

❖

In California, award is not subject to judicial review
except as set forth in California Code of Civil Procedure
1286.2 (to vacate) and 1286.6 (for correction)

Grounds to Vacate Award
❖

Arbitrator exceeded their powers and award cannot be corrected without affecting the
merits of their decision

❖

Award was procured by corruption, fraud or other undue means or corruption in any of
the arbitrators

❖

Award was issued by an arbitrator required to disqualify himself or herself under Code
Civ. Proc. §§ 1281.9, 1281.91

❖

Rights of party challenging award were substantially prejudiced by the arbitrators:
❖

refusal to postpone the hearing despite the sufficient cause shown for
postponement; or

❖

refusal to hear evidence material to the controversy; or

❖

“misconduct” of a neutral arbitrator or other conduct contrary to the provisions of
the arbitration statutory rules

Grounds to Vacate - Exceeding Powers
❖

Generally, arbitrators do not exceed their powers because of errors of fact or law, or because they
assign erroneous reasons for their decision (Moncharsh v. Heily & Blase, supra, 3 Cal.4th at 28.)

❖

Examples
❖

Lack of subject matter jurisdiction

❖

Illegal contract - no court can enforce

❖

Violation of well defined and dominant public policy

❖

Waiver of right to arbitration award

❖

Decision beyond issues submitted

❖

Failure to comply with arbitration agreement

❖

Arbitrator selection process not in compliance with parties’ agreement

❖

Procedural restriction - limiting company to one representative at arbitration hearing

❖

Unauthorized remedy/Remedy not authorized by law

Grounds to Vacate - Procured by Corruption
❖

An arbitral award will be vacated if the court finds it was procured by
“fraud, corruption or other undue means.” (Code Civ. Proc. § 1286.2; 9 USC
§ 10(a)(1).)
❖

Applies to extrinsic fraud, i.e. fraud which has deprived the party of a
fair hearing, either perpetrated by the arbitrator or to fraud by a party

❖

Corruption: has not been definitively construed

❖

Undue means: behavior that is “immoral, if not illegal … something wrong,
according to the standards of morals which the law enforces.” (A.G. Edwards
& Sons, Inc. v. McCullough (9th Cir. 1992) 967 F.2d 1401-1403-04.)
❖

Must show that the undue means: (i) were not discoverable before
award was made and (ii) caused the award to be given

Grounds to Vacate - Failure to Disqualify
❖

Neutral arbitrators are required by statute to make certain
disclosures in matters in which they are nominated or
appointed
❖

Statutory disclosures (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1281.9)

❖

Other matters indicating possible bias (Commonwealth
Coatings Corp. v. Continental Cas. Co. (1968) 393 U.S. 145, 149.)
❖

❖

Under FAA, proof of “evident partiality” under 9 USC §
10 is required to vacate an award

Provider Rules

Grounds to Vacate - Substantial Prejudice
❖

Failure to honor demand for disqualification

❖

Actual bias based on discriminatory considerations of
race, ethnicity or gender

❖

Evident partiality (under FAA)

❖

Failure to determine issues necessary to the ultimate
decision

❖

Refusal to grant continuance or hear evidence

Grounds to Correct Award
❖

Evident miscalculation of amounts or evident mistake
in description of any person, thing or property referred
to in the award; or

❖

Defects in the form of the award that do not affect the
merits of the controversy

❖

Arbitrator exceeds their powers but award can be
correct without affecting the merits of the decision

Procedural Aspects of Correcting or Vacating Award
❖

If error is one of “form” or “evident miscalculation,” application should first be made to arbitrator (Cal
Code Civ. Proc. § 1284). Deadline is 30 days after service of a signed copy of the award on the applicant

❖

In California, a petition to vacate or correct an arbitration award must be served and filed with court no
later than 100 days after a signed copy of the award is served on petitioner (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1288.)

❖

❖

If a petition to confirm the award is filed within the 100 day period, any response seeking to vacate
or correct the award must be filed within the period for responses generally, i.e. 10 days after service
of the petition (Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 1290.6.)

❖

Untimely petition will be disregarded

❖

Matters making it impossible or impracticable to proceed with the petition will toll the 100-day
deadline

❖

Deadline will be extended by application to arbitrator to correct the award

Under federal law, petition may be filed within three months after the award is “filed or delivered.” (9
USC § 12.)

Thank You
Stephanie Goldstein, Attorney
Schorr Law
sgoldstein@schorr-law.com

